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Updates in the following Microsoft Knowledge Base articles are included in the November 10, 2015 update, update.t.t.: 0000-12-0000 Next week, Windows Phone apps will receive a feature enhancement called 'Improvements Under Control'. It will include web access to desktop applications, access to applications on the home network, applications that require a SIM card and an update kit that will allow new
devices to display the icon offered by the advisor. Microsoft has updated access control apps for Windows Phones. Now users of Windows Phill and Windows Phoenix have access to new types of adapters, working with firewalls and running applications. The new version of the application displays the device that needs to be accessed, as well as applications that prevent applications from running. Microsoft Head of
Technology Adrian Quint recently blogged that developers of all versions of Windows Phone will soon receive full versions of new applications that are designed specifically for this mobile platform. For example, in the new version of the Windows 10 SideSend voice and video call client, new voice calls should be pre-installed and available in Windows Phar and Windows Runtime. Users will have more than 125

standard applications at their disposal, Quint said, many of which have been extended beyond the Windows Phrone platform, including Internet Explorer 11 web browser and drawing programs, audio calls and diaries. In addition, he stated that users will be able to run applications in desktop OS mode, such as the Win32 API. All Windows Phre updates are compatible with Windows 10 Mobile and the latest version
is Windows 10 Update 8.1.The updates will include the following apps: Word, Outlook, OneNote, OneDrive, Remote, VGA, Office, and Settings. There will be other kinds of applications that they are compatible with. As a Microsoft spokesperson said last month, the company is exploring the possibility of supporting mobile devices that are not ARM-compatible. According to Microsoft, a new and improved

version of the MobilePages editing and note-taking software will be released this month. Users of devices running Windows Phpx will be able to upgrade to the new version, and old users of Windows Pho will be licensed for the software under an open source agreement. Microsoft has also confirmed that App Store support will not be available on devices
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